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DOES THE STUDENT INCUBATOR MAKE AN IMPACT?

- DOES IT LEAVE AN IMPRINT?
How is involvement in the Student Incubator reflected in the students' core professional understanding and own professional role?
ACTION

CREATIVITY

UNDERSTAND THE WORLD
"I had not dared to organize a design innovation course in my practical placement if it had not been for the incubator."
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"I had not dared to organize a design an innovation course in my practical placement if it had not been for the incubator."

"I have applied the social fund for funding my project."

"I was confirmed in my abilities to lead and coordinate a project..."
"I saw a huge potential in expanding my network... and combine knowledge in new ways..."
Creativity
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"From now I must facilitate learning, not reproduce existing knowledge."
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"I saw a huge potential in expanding my network... and combine knowledge in new ways..."

"From now I must facilitate learning - not reproduce existing knowledge."

"The business perspective has given me a new way to look at the social educator's work and role."
SOCIAL ECONOMY IS A NEW FIELD, WHERE I CAN USE MY SKILLS AS ASOCIAL WORKER IN NEW AND CREATIVE WAYS.
"Social economy is a new field, where I can use my skills as a social worker in new and creative ways."

Suddenly I realized that resources are more than just money."
UNDERSTANDING THE WORLD

"Social economy is a new field, where I can use my skills as a social worker in new and creative ways."

Suddenly I realized that resources are more than just money.

"... there were opportunities I never knew existed..."
"I have learned to overcome resistance in an organisation."
PERSONAL ATTITUDE
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"I HAVE LEARNED TO OVERCOME RESISTANCE IN AN ORGANISATION."
Personal Attitude

The incubator supported my "courage to act".

"I have learned to overcome resistance in an organisation."

"There are so many doors to open – and I'm not afraid to open them anymore."
CONCLUSION
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